Data mining for modeling students’ performance: A tutoring action plan to prevent academic dropout
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

E-learning systems generate huge amounts of data, whose analysis may become a daunting task which makes it necessary to use computational analytical techniques and tools. We propose the use of knowledge discovery techniques to analyse historical student course grade data in order to predict whether or not a student will drop out of a course. Logistic regression models are used for the purpose of classification. Experiments conducted with data on over 100 students for several distance learning courses confirm the predictive power of our proposal. Using the resulting predictive models we have designed a tutoring action plan. Applying this plan, we managed to reduce the dropout rate by 14% with respect to previous academic years in which no dropout prevention mechanism was applied. Our main contribution is a tool and a tutoring plan that can be used by our educational institution (and others) to reduce dropout rate in e-learning courses.
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1. Introduction

E-learning systems have huge benefits but they also raise major challenges for the educational community, including student dropout detection and prevention without direct contact between instructors and students [1].

Current methodologies stress the importance of continuous assessment and student coursework. As students complete the different activities, instructors start to gather information on student grades for activities. This information is potentially very interesting, for example, for implementing tutoring actions to prevent student dropout. For example, Fig. 1\textsuperscript{1} shows the grades (used as a benchmark for this research) attained by a group of students (rows) for three specific activities (columns), taken from the Moodle platform.
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\textsuperscript{1} The table is in Spanish because it is a real excerpt from a gradebook of a course that we teach. The English equivalents of the main items in Fig. 1 follow:

- Actividad: Activity
- Caso: Case
- AEC: Continuous Assessment Activity
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